
HOW TO WRITE A BLOG ARTICLE

Learn how to write a blog post, from setting up your domain to crafting your very first article. Then, get free examples
and templates to help you.

But even blogs about more obscure hobbies can be successful, since the your audience is literally anyone in
the world with the internet. Get help here. You will see there is already a post there. Where are these points
important? You can make adjustments to the picture size on the next screen. Still, try to minimize
interruptions and keep going. Why It Works Your branded name gives people something tangible to link to. If
the first draft of your introduction is words, try cutting it down to  Feel free to promote your brand where
relevant, but do your best to provide alternatives and never shoehorn mentions or, even worse, promotional
offers. In this guide I will be showing you how to build a blog using the WordPress blogging software,
because it is the most popular, customizable, and easiest to use. And most of all? Every story you tell or idea
you share needs to have supporting rationale, something the readers can sink their teeth into. Need more help?
This is why your blog post title is crucial for the success of that blog post. Super handy, and great for
organizing your post. What is a blog anyway? Lure them down the page. Below are some of the tips that I
follow: Add proper Meta Title. The 36 month package gets you the lowest monthly rate, while the 12 month
package has a lower up-front cost. Copy link. Write your call-to-action. You also need to be able to accept that
not every post is going to get your motor running. To date, my post has 13k social shares: 1, comments: And
backlinks from over domains: My secret? You can even use a cocktail napkin! How to Start a Blog in 6 Steps
Learn how to create a blog in about 20 minutes following these steps: Pick a blog name. Check the Keyword
Difficulty metric, which gives you an estimate of how hard it would be to rank in the top 10 Google search
results. Because readers bore easily. So what does this look like, exactly? The more you practice this, the more
efficient your writing becomes. Outlines keep you honest. Does your blog post have enough circles and
crosses? You can also add your middle name or middle initial if you find your name is already taken. Let
smaller things go, but if something is of core importance, make it known. Ask questions about each of your
main points: Who agrees with this point? Whatever it is, be clear about it. Want your audience to reflect on a
particular idea? Let your blog visitors find the value themselves in the content you produce. This will
automatically export all formatting like header tags, bolded text and so on. I created this free guide so that
anyone can learn how to blog quickly and easily. Dig Deeper Now, go back over your list of main points and
supporting evidence and start adding sub-bullets underneath them, concentrating questions that might come
from the point of view of your intended audience. Examples: Content targeted to early-career millennials
would most likely have a different headline than one geared middle-aged business managers. Subheader: Why
is the Nintendo Switch so amazing? To get your blog up and running you need two things: blog hosting and
blogging software. You also need to have the software to build your blog. Everything, of course!


